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ABSTRACT
Through the use of feminist historiography this article examines some of the myriad ways
in which feminist praxis has pushed against, challenged, enriched, dismantled, assimilated
or otherwise affected archival theory and practice. We contend that archival theory and
practice have yet to fully engage with a feminist praxis that is aimed at more than
attaining better representation of women in archives. We begin this piece by tracing the
ways in which archives became embedded in feminist social movements and can be
understood as critical tools and modes of self-representation and self-historicization. In
the second section, we consider the explicit presence of feminist theory in archival studies
literature and contemporary practice and the key focal points and arguments that have
challenged traditional understandings of archival work around gender. We then address,
in the third section, the expansive figure of the archives in humanities and social science
literature. This piece contributes significantly to thinking on the ways in which these
conversations in the archival turn can, at their best, expose blind spots within the archival
literature and provide us with theoretical tools to tackle what we take for granted. Finally,
we offer ways in which we see critical and intersectional feminist theory can contribute
to existing archival discourse and practice, critiquing concepts that have remained
unquestioned such as community and organization. This piece exposes the
transformational potential of feminism for archives and of archives for dismantling the
heteronormative, capitalist and racist patriarchy.
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INTRODUCTION
This article offers a reflexive analysis of critical feminism in the archival field. We
argue that specific contemporary challenges in archival scholarship, practice, and
professionalism can benefit from serious consideration of feminist praxis. Many
interventions of feminist theory into archives have focused in on representation and
collection development. However, we contend that a critical feminism is necessary for
the radical transformation of archival institutions and moving beyond representational
politics. The authors conceive of critical feminism as an intersectional political philosophy1
committed to the dismantling of heteronormative, capitalist, racist patriarchy. 2 Rather
than orienting feminism around particular essential identity formations, we see it as a
tool for coalitional work around overlapping and interconnected political realities.
Therefore, what we consider as an extant feminist presence throughout archival theory
and history is necessarily broad. The purpose of this piece is not to anachronistically
define the myriad feminisms and feminists that have engaged in archival work to align
with our political project, it is meant to begin to understand the ways in which feminist
praxis has pushed against, challenged, enriched, dismantled, assimilated, or otherwise
affected archival theory and practice as well as to advocate for the crucial feminist work
that still needs doing in a United States context. We contend that archival theory and
practice have yet to fully engage with a feminist praxis that is aimed at more than
attaining better representation of women in archives. Archives have the potential to work
towards dismantling the heteronormative, capitalist, racist patriarchy on many fronts and
through many avenues. Critical feminist concepts and methodologies also can contribute
in vital ways to addressing the contemporary problems that so challenge archivists and
archival institutions.
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By employing the methodology of feminist historiography, we simultaneously
provide rich context for narratives and counter-narratives while necessarily always
turning analysis back on our own process. We are self-consciously engaged in a kind of
history making about history makers who conceived of their interventions as vital
correctives to standard historical practices. We extend this intervention into archival
theory and practice, a reflexivity, a positionality, and an acknowledgement of the
“evidence, power, and politics”3 of historical storytelling. We begin this piece by tracing
the ways in which archives became embedded in feminist social movements and can be
understood as critical tools and modes of self-representation and self-historicization. This
beginning acts as a means of understanding not just some of the ways in which feminist
politics have been enacted within and around archives, but also as a means of
understanding how representation has often become synonymous with archival politics.
Attention is given to the intersectional roots of feminist archives movements. In the
second section, we consider the explicit presence of feminist theory in archival studies
literature and contemporary practice. We examine the key focal points and arguments
that have challenged traditional understandings of archival work around gender. In the
third section, we then address the expansive ways in which humanities scholars have
utilized the archive as metaphor and theoretical tool. The archive in this instance does not
necessarily correspond to the institutional arrangements, specificities, or labor of
archives. This piece contributes significantly to thinking about the ways in which these
conversations in the archival turn can, at their best, expose blind spots within the archival
literature and provide us with theoretical tools to tackle what we take for granted. Finally,
we offer ways in which we see how critical feminist theory can contribute to existing
archival discourse and practice, critiquing concepts that have remained unquestioned,
such as community and organization. Together these sections expose the
transformational potential of feminism for archives and of archives for dismantling the
heteronormative, capitalist, racist patriarchy.

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS AND THE ARCHIVAL IMPULSE
Many of the contemporary archives that self-consciously label themselves as
feminist or have an affiliation with feminist politics and praxis sprung from the emergent
feminist and queer social movements of the latter half of the twentieth century. It is in
this era that we can recognize a rise in the relationship between a politics of
representation and the proliferation of collection development focused on identity
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politics. 4 Their precursors are the women’s collections developed in the 1930s and
1940s. 5 Archival scholar Sarah Lubelski attributes later trends towards collecting on
women to the development of World Center for Women’s Archives proposed in 1935.
She asserts that it acted as a “counter-archive,” serving as an under-recognized
foundation of the feminist historiographical paradigm and the women’s archive
movement. Already existing women’s collections became a part of the conversation
within archival literature alongside the wider recognition of the feminist movements of
the 1970s. These movements recognized the critical significance of writing women into
the historical record and the closely related need to place women’s records and
manuscripts into archives. 6 This interest in the histories of women was an important
component of the larger emergence of new social history in the 1960s and 1970s.
Feminist historians had a significant impact on the archival field in the 1970s and 1980s.
The first series of articles on “Women in Archives” from a second wave feminist
movement perspective appeared in The American Archivist in 1973.7 As new social history
became the fastest growing field of historical research into the 1980s, 8 archivists
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attempted to respond to the challenges it posed for archival practice and management.9
Writing the histories of women and other marginalized groups required new reading
practices as well as new sets of sources for historians. It is the latter task that much
archival literature and efforts are focused on.10
These archival impulses represent a larger pattern of techniques of selfrepresentation which themselves formed a broader project of resisting the marked
absence of minoritized populations from the historical record. In a larger sense, the
communication, information sharing, and knowledge communities of minoritized
populations were not only ignored but were often criminalized. These impulses
demarcate these projects from traditional expectations of the archive as a neutral or
passive repository and instead identify the archive explicitly as an institution that shapes
the historical record through exclusion and silence. These archival impulses link activist
movements with archives as a means of community continuity as well as visibility. The
archival histories of such groups are too often conceived as fully separable but are
inseparable from their actions as well as the parallel and overlapping histories of
disparate movements. The history of feminist archives is, for example, closely tied to that
of LGBTQ social movements and archives. Homophile organizations throughout the
1950s, predominantly operating at the level of local politics, sought to advocate for equal
rights regardless of sexuality or gender identity. Censorship and obscenity laws forced
these movements to become information generators and providers, and organizations
routinely developed regular publication schedules disseminating literature on housing
discrimination, workplace harassment, medical and legal information as well as general
support for people who felt isolated. The circulation of publications such as The Ladder (a
publication of The Daughters of Bilitis), the Mattachine Review (a publication of The
Mattachine Society) and One Magazine (a publication of ONE, Inc.) were sent out to
members in defiance of United States postal codes that considered these materials
pornographic. 11 In 1958, the Supreme Court addressed the specific intersection of
freedom of speech issues within the context the homophile movement. In ONE Inc., v.
Olesen the Supreme Court considered assertions by the U.S. Post Office Department and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation that the contents of a 1954 issue of One Magazine
was unmailable under Comstock laws which had in the late nineteenth century
criminalized the attempted or actual use of the U.S. Postal Service to mail erotica,
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contraceptives, sex toys, abortifacients or any information related to these items. The
Supreme Court reversed the lower court’s ruling that One Magazine was on its face
obscene and therefore unmailable, marking both the first time in which the U.S. Supreme
Court dealt explicitly with homosexuality.12 The roots of feminist archives and archiving
are found within such information and documentation efforts as well as the genealogies
of explicitly feminist movements to which they are more frequently attributed.
The social movements of the 1960s also recognized the explicit link between the
creation and management of information and the growth of their movements. The Brown
Berets began publishing La Causa in 1969,13 Ms. Magazine began publishing in 1971 and
Our Bodies, Ourselves was published for the first time the same year.14 In 1969 the United
Indians of All Tribes’ takeover of Alcatraz began.15 Broadcasting as Radio Free Alcatraz,
the group aimed to reach a large community of Indian listeners as well as spreading
cultural awareness on their own terms. The publications that emerged from The Black
Arts movement, including Amiri Baraka’s Floating Bear Magazine, were cornerstones of
the larger Black Power movement.16 While mainstream media covered these movements
in reactionary or sensationalistic ways, self- and independent publishing was widely
understood as active response to a persistent lack of attention to the concerns of
minoritized communities and systematic misrepresentation of their cultures, needs and
desires. Each of these movements arose out of particular circumstances and at times their
agendas were convergent or divergent with feminisms, but each recognized the vitality
of self-representation as well as the importance of capitalizing on the knowledge of their
communities, expanding networks of information and resource sharing. Examining their
intertwined histories provides a strong foundation for undertaking critical feminist work
in our contemporary moment.
Although the sites of social movements were multiple, a key site of resistance
occurred within academic structures. The teaching of United States history had
marginalized, misrepresented, or altogether ignored the experiences and vantage points
of minoritized peoples. Changes in curriculum or self-sustained educational initiatives
were consistently on the agenda for social movements throughout the 1960s and 1970s.
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The nationwide growth of Chicano Studies, Black Studies, Labor Studies, Women’s
Studies, Social History, American Indian Studies, and Ethnic Studies departments
represented a tangible intervention into the historical record of the United States through
educational initiatives.17 These efforts addressed historical materials and interpretations
considered to be mainstream with different assumptions and expectations, these newly
recognized fields of study and departments also required collections policies that focused
on different materials and this bolstered institutional support for archival initiatives.
Decidedly suspect of the long-term investment in and commitment to these initiatives,
many organizations chose to keep collecting efforts autonomous and community driven,
ensuring that collections policies and materials were not subject to changing priorities
within universities. The Lesbian Herstory Archives (LHA) is often cited as a noteworthy
and long-standing example of this phenomenon. The LHA has remained an independent
and volunteer-run collective focused on serving the community in which it is based.18 The
choice of independence is closely related to what queer cultural theorists Alexandra
Juhasz 19 and Ann Cvetkovich 20 have termed “Queer Archive Activism” that calls for
something beyond the financial and infrastructural support of the institution, but also
requires space for active engagement with materials and a space for housing materials
that push against traditional archival notions of evidentiary value. Tensions between the
institution and the community remain both a persistent source concern and fruitful
debate.

FEMINIST THEORY IN ARCHIVAL STUDIES
There is a long history of engagement with feminist thought, methods and
critiques within archival studies literature and praxis. The influence of feminist politics
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and research reached archives contemporaneously with the growth of second wave
women’s movement in the 1970s and 1980s. Feminist theory has had a significant
influence in shaping understandings of the multifaceted relations between archives and
power from the rise of postmodernism to the growth of social justice frameworks.
Feminist scholars have also entered archival discourses addressing the unique challenges
of collecting feminist materials, feminist archival practices, and potentiality of archives
and archival practices for feminist thought. At the same time in archival practice there
have been significant efforts to collect around certain feminist movements and marked
increase in community-institutional collaborations between feminist archives and
mainstream archival institutions. Within the archival field, engagements with feminist
thought and practice have too often been focused narrowly on documenting more
women in archives, rather than adopting the critical feminist agenda of dismantling the
heteronormative, capitalist, racist patriarchy.
In a series of articles on archives and power from the early 2000s, Terry Cook and
Joan Schwartz both draw heavily on feminist history and theory in its “symbiotic
relationship to postmodernism” 21 to complicate archival theory, practice, and
professionalism. They frequently employ the example of the gendered nature of the
archival enterprise as evidence against the notion of archival neutrality. Feminist historian
Gerda Lerner is a central figure in this work, Cook draws on her scholarship to illustrate
that from the beginning archives, records and memory were “remorselessly and
intentionally patriarchal.”22 This means that from the ancient world into the present one
“women were de-legitimized” in archival processes.23 In critiquing the classification of
archival work and theory as scientific along with its related claims of truth, neutrality and
objectivity, Schwartz and Cook employ feminist science and technology studies scholar
Donna Haraway’s conceptualization of objectivity as “situated knowledge.”24 Developed
out of conversations in feminist science studies, 25 “situated knowledge” is a form of
objectivity that can account for the agency of both the knowledge producer and the
object being studied. Through situated knowledge, subjects are seen as the result of a
complex configuration of biological vision and personal will and the scientific gaze is
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dissolved into a constellation of contested observations. Schwartz and Cook critique the
archival profession’s lag in theorizing power in relation to archives and records as well as
the field’s general detachment from political engagement. They call on archivists to take
up Haraway’s conception of objectivity that unlike traditional objectivity is “not about disengagement”26 from an academic and activist feminist perspective.27 Schwartz and Cook
also incorporate the work of feminist rhetorician Judith Butler as a generative source for
rethinking archival practice. Butler is particularly noted for her development of the theory
of “performativity.” Performativity is how Butler articulates the construction of gender
through the repetition of gender performances. Gender in Butler’s words is “a stylized
repetition of acts . . . which are internally discontinuous . . .[so that] the appearance of
substance is precisely that, a constructed identity, a performative accomplishment which
the mundane social audience, including the actors themselves, come to believe and to
perform in the mode of belief.”28 Gender is therefore “real only to the extent that it is
performed.” 29 Schwartz and Cook draw a parallel between Butler’s concept of
performativity in relation to gender and their own on archiving. Butler’s theorization is
deployed to demonstrate that archiving is constructed through the repetition of a
particular set of sanctioned acts that become naturalized into “codes of behavior and
belief.”30 Such scripts are thereby performed without even acknowledging that such a
performance is being undertaken explaining why certain fundamental assumptions
remain unquestioned in the contemporary archival field. In each of their respective
scholarship both Schwartz on archival description31 and Cook on macroappraisal32 give
substantial credit to the influence of feminist theory in building and developing their
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critical thinking about archives and power. Schwartz and Cook’s work remains a
touchstone for many doing critical work in the archival field.
Social justice, both as objective and analytical lens, has become increasingly
central to “feminist, multicultural, and postmodern theorizing” on “exclusion and social
power; consumerism and the production of material goods; democratic participation;
redress, and universal human rights.”33 Social justice oriented scholarship in the archival
field has also taken up the tools of feminist theory. In their consciousness-raising article
on reframing archival description in support of human rights, Stacy Wood et al.
strategically employ tools from feminist theory. The authors utilize the feminist strategy
of “collective rhetoric,” that places value in experiential and theoretical knowledge as well
as the “‘the collective articulation of multiple, overlapping individual experiences.”34 This
strategy builds on consciousness-raising, which was one of second wave feminism’s most
valuable tactics, allowing for the focusing of attention on and the building of knowledge
on particular issues of collective significance through the sharing and application of
personal and experiential testimony in a group. The “collaborative and exploratory
consciousness-raising” as a discursive tactic central to collective rhetoric makes space for
re-conceptualizing current modes of archival theory and practice with the consideration
of the archival dimensions of human rights atrocities. 35 In his article interrogating the
dynamics of silences in archives, Rodney G.S. Carter analyzes marginalization of certain
groups by the powerful and the archival silences produced by their limited access to the
archives. Within this discussion, he touches upon feminist tactics of “reading against the
grain,” the practice of reading for omissions, voices, and silences in archival texts. 36
Informed by strategies articulated in feminist theories of rhetoric and literary theory, and
the work of feminist psychologists, Carter turns to silence as a method employed by
marginalized groups and individuals for resistance. By reevaluating definitions of power
using feminist theory, silence is conceptualized by Carter as a means for those who have
been marginalized to resist, to be agents and to act against the powerful by denying
archives their records. Drawing upon another feminist approach, archival scholars
Michelle Caswell and Marika Cifor explore how adopting a feminist ethics of care shifts
the theoretical model with which archivists and archival studies scholar address social
justice concerns away from an individual rights-based framework. Utilizing a feminist
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ethics approach, archivists are conceptualized as “caregivers,” bound to records creators,
subjects, users and communities through “a web of mutual affective responsibility.”37 The
work of feminist theorists of affect has also been used by Cifor to examine how affect
theory might be a significant way in which dimensions of social justice for the archival
field can be elucidated, fleshed out, and confronted.38
Recently, feminist scholars have turned again to archival literature to articulate
the need to collect feminist records and to address the unique challenges presented by
feminist records and collections. Feminist literary and cultural scholars Marianne Dever
and Margaret Henderson have both written of the recent move in Australia towards the
women’s movement becoming a subject of historical reflection, narrativization, and
consciousness-raising. 39 As part of this movement both authors have engaged in the
critical construction of a second wave feminist archives including the archiving feminist
activist Merle Thorton’s papers. Dever writes of her efforts to perform this archival work
on “radically non-nostalgic terms”40 as a political position seeking to disrupt the discursive
positioning of second wave feminist activism. While Henderson turns to the challenge
feminist archival creators and subjects can present to archiving and to the potential for
feminist approaches to address such challenges in archival practice through their critical
analyses of the public, the private, and the political potential of the personal. The authors’
aims are that by enriching the feminist movement’s archival legacy they can open new
feminist possibilities for remembering, the writing of history, and for archives.
Feminist thinking in the 1980s and 1990s has been sometimes periodized as
“third wave feminism.” Arising as a critique of second wave feminist politics of the 1960s
and 1970s, third wave feminism represents a diverse set of methodological and
theoretical tools including intersectionality, poststructuralist, and postmodern critiques,
global, transnational, and postcolonial feminisms. One of the more visible cultural
phenomena of this period was Riot Grrrl, an artistic and musical sub-cultural movement
broadly aimed at the empowerment of women through self-expression.41 The movement
of Riot Grrrl materials into archives was rapid. By the late 1990s, for example, queer writer
and activist Tristan Taormino had made an initial donation of zines to Smith College’s
Sophia Smith Collection and artist Sarah Dyer was in discussions with Duke University’s
Sallie Bingham Center for Women’s History and Culture about donating her substantial
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collection of zines to the archives. 42 Collections such as the Zine Library at Barnard
University and the Riot Grrrl Collection at New York University’s Fales Library & Special
Collections have received a great deal of popular and scholarly attention.43 It is important
to note that Riot Grrrl has been substantively and rightly critiqued as movement that was
exceedingly exclusionary in its largely white and middle-class membership and in its
politics. The race and socio-economic class makeup of the movement undoubtedly shape
the desire and drive to donate and participate in archiving this movement, the investment
in and trust of larger institutions and the speed at which these efforts have been
undertaken. In marked contrast to earlier periods when feminist materials and collections
were house within community-based archives, this period is characterized by the deposit
of feminist cultural products within major institutions.
The archiving of third wave feminism has resulted in a number of feminist
scholars entering into archival studies discourse and its debates. In a recent article culture
and media studies scholar Kate Eichhorn examines three contemporary feminist zine
collections and their surprising rejection of digitization as either a short- or long- term
goal. The reasons articulated by archives include the zines’ materiality, the relations of
the zines’ context in respect to the archives’ larger collections of feminist and women’s
history, and the importance of the archives’ as authorizing and legitimating forces for
activist movements.44 This work counters much of the discourse in archival literature on
digitization as a desired goal for contemporary archival practice. Employing the feminist
concept of “safe space” as a lens, archivist Lisa Darms and ethnomusicologist Elizabeth
Keenan examine the Riot Grrrl Collection, held at New York University. They argue that
“safe space,” the “protective stance” 45 that was preeminent and strategic in this
movement has its origins in second wave feminism’s consciousness-raising practices and
emphasizes the physical and psychic safety and intimacy of movement participants to
enable the sharing, critiquing, and valuing of their experiences, especially around gender
and sexual violence and oppression, was vitally important in the movement and extend it
into archives to explore how the concept is enacted through issues of collection building,
and for donors and researchers, and in the tensions between the desire for access to
activist history and the requirements of archival preservation. 46 These authors
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demonstrate clearly the important perspective feminist scholars can bring to archival
theory, practice and professionalism.
It is not just Riot Grrrl that has been a collecting and partnership focus for archives
in the last two decades. In the same period, there has been a significant growth in
collaborations and partnerships, both formal and informal, between feminist
organizations and archives and more traditional archival institutions, especially academic
archives. Both authors were part of one such collaborative partnership, “Making Invisible
Histories Visible: Preserving the History of Lesbian Feminist Activism and Writing in Los
Angeles.” It was a three-year collaboration between the June L. Mazer Lesbian Archives,
the UCLA Center for the Study of Women, and the UCLA Library funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities. Over 80 collections from the Mazer, a community-based
lesbian feminist archives founded in 1981 and located in West Hollywood, California, were
selected to be arranged, described, digitized, and moved to UCLA, a major research
university and large state institution, and made accessible to users at the UCLA Library. 47
The selected collections tell unique and important stories of lesbian and feminist political
acts, writing, desiring, and lives. A lack of affordable space and funding concerns
prompted the Mazer’s Board to engage in this partnership when they had rejected
previous opportunities to do so. The Mazer Archives’ community includes lesbian
feminists, many of whom were and are separatists. This presents a key tension between
the institutional space of UCLA and intentions and political orientations of some the
record creators. These concerns resulted in some donors refusing to have their collections
relocated. Their wishes were respected despite the importance of their collections to the
project and any processing and digitization work that may have already been completed.
These challenges were heightened due to the increasingly public nature of their
collections after their physical move to UCLA and greater digital presence. Partnerships
and other collaborations between archives with explicitly feminist politics, missions and
histories and mainstream institutions raise several concerns for donors, users, archivists,
and communities. There are unresolved questions about to whom and how such
materials are arranged, described, and made accessible and the long-term survival of such
materials and archives.

THE ARCHIVAL TURN
Since the early 1990s, a body of literature has emerged foregrounding “the
archive” as research site, theoretical concept, and object of inquiry. Dubbed “the archival
turn,” this trend within the humanities and the social sciences does not necessarily
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represent an engagement with archival literature, theory, or practice, but instead has
signified a focus on the construction of power within and around the archive. The archive
that has emerged from scholarship in the archival turn commonly understands the archive
as a metaphor or as a discursive system. This archive may or may not map, depending on
the theorist and the text, onto definitions of archives as employed within archival and
information studies. The term archive within archival studies refers most often to “the act
of [transferring] records from the individual or office of creation to a repository
authorized to appraise, preserve, and provide access to those records.”48 While archives
within the field refers to a range of things including “materials containing information of
enduring value and/or serving an evidential function; organizations that collect and
preserve these records; the professional discipline of administering these collections of
records; the building or space” that houses such collections.”49 The distinction between
archive and archives calls attention to a broader conception of what archive can mean.
Historians in particular have undergone a disciplinary shift towards what
anthropologist Ann Laura Stoler describes as “epistemological skepticism.” This move has
led to a focus on “history as narrative, and on history-writing as a charged political act.”50
Rather than conceiving of the archives as a neutral space within which historical materials
were housed and from which the writing of history emerged, archives itself becomes an
object worthy of scrutiny and theorization. At the same time, critical theory served as
driving force in the adoption of “the archive” as theoretical construct and metaphor. In
this literature, the work of both Michel Foucault and Jacques Derrida has been widely
referenced across multiple fields. Foucault’s Archeology of Knowledge and Order of
Things are foundational texts. Foucault conceives of the archive as an authorizing
apparatus and discursive structure, a “system,” invested with the power to “establish
statements as events…and things”51 The archive then cannot be disentangled from the
institutional and classificatory logics and practices that characterize modernity, not only
representing the contents of history but the very possibility of conceiving of history itself.
Feminist theory has drawn from Foucault’s, particularly from Discipline and Punish and
The History of Sexuality. These works explicitly address the body as a site of power
relations, indeed as one of the primary means of subject creation. The body then is
neither natural nor self-evident, but a complex set of culturally mediated power relations.
The archive, as a structural basis for historical possibility, co-constitutes and benefits from
essentialized and easily ordered subjects.
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While the detailed explication of deconstruction and feminist theory is beyond
the scope of this paper,52 the reception and use of Derrida’s work can understood as a
boon and a challenge to feminist and archival theory. Feminist literary critic and historian
Mary Poovey identifies the destabilization of identity as central to Derrida's project to
critique the foundations of Western metaphysics. Identity for Derrida is as dependent as
anything else on language, which is both a construct and a system of relations. This
rupture that claims identity as anything but natural, has been salient in feminist critiques
of essentialism. 53 Derrida’s Archive Fever employs the archive as psychoanalytic
metaphor, as representative of individual drives to both destroy and preserve. However,
Derrida is also in some small way, concerned with interactions in archives as well. He
addresses the relationship between his own body of theoretical work and the Freud
archives, positing that what he called “archivization” is simultaneously a technical process
of archiving something but is also a means of constructing static meaning around a set of
texts.54
The intimate connection between the archive and structural power was central
to many thinkers working in postcolonial studies. Postcolonial scholars have looked with
suspicion at the colonial record and have attempted to locate the voices of the colonized
within, alongside and despite the records produced by colonial powers.55 Such work has
been influential in the archival turn’s broader recognition and study of archives as an
agent, one that is steeped in power, organized around particular logics of inclusion and
exclusion, silence, and representation. There are significant critiques to be made of this
turn. As Stoler describes, the archive has been deployed as a “metaphoric invocation of
any corpus of selective collections and longings that acquisitive quests for the primary,
originary, and untouched entail” by cultural theorists.56 It can be expansively “understood
as a universal metaphor for memory structures, information storage, and knowledge
production,” thereby becoming so broad as “include nearly everything.”57 However, as
Cvetkovich has articulated, the archival turn has led to a productive and thorough
“rethinking of what counts as knowledge and method.”58
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Feminist thought over the last few decades has also undergone another
significant turn to the archives. This turn is part of the larger archival turn, the result of a
longing for feminist history, and most significantly, a political and scholarly response by
feminist activists and scholars in the present. This work builds particularly on Foucault’s
conception of the archive as a discursive structure. Feminist and queer scholars including
Stoler, Anjali Arondekar, Elizabeth Kolsky, and Cvetkovich have done much to reimagine
the nature of the archive and its role in feminist scholarship.59 This body of work is so
crucial to theoretical concepts of the archive that feminist literary scholar Anne E. Fernald
has argued that the term is not “sustainable without feminist theory.”60 Fernald asserts
that the attention to the “difference gender makes,” activates affect theory,
intersectionality, and global studies at the site of the archives.
In The Archival Turn in Feminism Eichhorn argues that archives offer significant
sites to engage with the “legacies, epistemes, and traumas pressing down on the
present.”61 She identifies these present traumas as emerging from restructuring in the
name of neoliberalism that has characterized institutional reform since the 1980s.
Neoliberalism is a pervasive ideology of social, political, and economic practices and
processes62 that proposes according to geographer David Harvey that “human well-being
can best be advanced by the maximization of entrepreneurial freedoms within an
institutional framework characterized by private property rights, individual liberty,
unencumbered markets and free trade.”63 The extreme contraction of political agency
through the neoliberal model has compelled feminist scholars to look for new ways of
negotiating the present by looking to the past, a past which often legitimized different
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forms of knowledge and cultural production than present political orientations do. 64
Eichhorn links not just feminist scholarship, but feminist activism to archives. She argues
that archives are spaces where key feminist tensions between community and the
academy and between theory and praxis can be confronted and addressed.65 Feminist
political theorist Wendy Brown has also called this kind of work, a “genealogical
politics.”66 Eichhorn paraphrases Brown’s reconceptualization of Nietzsche’s genealogy in
order to try and diagnose the political potential that feminist scholars might see in the
archive. Brown’s “genealogical politics” represents an investigation into the construction
of normativity rather than an attempt to resurrect a linear historical narrative. This
approach ensures a confrontation with the structures and historical conventions that
dictate the possibilities of the present. Eichhorn then conceives of “the archival turn in
contemporary feminism is as much about shoring up a younger generation’s legacy and
honoring elders as it is about imagining and working to build possible worlds in the
present and future.”67

THE ARCHIVAL TURN FOR ARCHIVAL STUDIES
The archival turn has not been widely recognized in archival studies scholarship
for the opportunities it provides “not only for deconstructing archives but also for
constructing new archives.”68 Drawing on feminist scholarship from within the archival
turn we assert that the “plasticity”69 of the concept of the archive as developed in this
humanities-based work opens possibilities for the archival field to engage in work to
dismantle patriarchy in all its damaging forms. From within archival studies we can
certainly point to a distinct lack of specific engagement with the institutional, financial
and material realities of archives in the work of the humanities. However, it is precisely
this vantage point that allows for work that challenges the very definitions and
boundaries of archives themselves. Some of the more conceptually challenging and
politically oriented work from within archival studies has reached out into the humanities
by necessity. As Cook has pointed out, the positivist epistemological commitments of
archival studies as a profession are inadequate to the ways in which archives operate in a
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contemporary sense. 70 Archival studies has undergone radical shifts in its orientation,
sometimes leading to a splintering into silos of expertise that separate the technical from
the conceptual. Beyond this separation lies another set of challenges, the variety in
institutions that call themselves archives poses yet more political, technical, and
conceptual challenges. The umbrella of archives contains radical lesbian community
archives and corporate archives, government archives and Ivy League institutional
records, born-digital materials, and fabric arts; professional organizations provide codes
of ethics and standards of professional practice that attempt relevance for each and thus
often show their irrelevance for all.
For the most part as we have demonstrated, feminist approaches in archival
studies have focused on collections themselves, on ameliorating absences from the
record and on creating self-regulated or institutional spaces for these collections. A
critical feminist intervention into archives however, could mean a fundamental reorganization of archival institutions themselves. Sociologist Joan Acker has addressed the
assumption of gender neutrality embedded in hierarchical modes of organization and in
organizational thinking more generally. 71 Organizational structures for Acker are one
crucial site of gender differentiation through economic division and the subsuming of
feminized and reproductive labor. Another vital dimension is the adherence to principles
and practices of professionalism, which historian Howard Zinn has described as
contributing to a sustained opposition to substantive political engagement. 72 These
general critiques take on a unique valence with respect to archival work. As Caswell has
addressed, 73 archival work is associated with service and is routinely feminized. This
feminization is key to its broad devaluation. Within the context of neoliberalism, the
precarity of archival work and institutions has led to an even deeper intertwining of
hierarchical economic structures with archival practice. Rather than adhering to a liberal
feminist trajectory that might suggest that a diversified hierarchical structure would
represent positive change in lived and working conditions, feminist theory can intervene
in archival studies by challenging the investment in hierarchical organizations at a
fundamental level. Feminist models of collective and co-operative decision-making and
organization have been implemented within community archives, but these models have
yet to be implemented across institutional boundaries.
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While there is a body of literature within archival studies that addresses
participatory practices within the archives, addressing hierarchical structures and
bureaucratic models of organization explicitly has remained relatively under-theorized.
The investment in hierarchy cannot simply be understood as an adherence to rationality,
it is a means of creating an order of social relations. We conceptualize bureaucratic
organizational structures, which are by definition hierarchical, as the routinization of a set
of persistent behaviors. This routinization then embeds social relations structurally,
routinizing not only the behaviors but also the subordination of workers within that
structure. Within the archival world, efforts to engage with issues of “diversity” have
resulted in the proliferation of initiatives, statements, and interest groups within
professional organizations.74 Often conceived of along the lines of identity groups, there
lies a gap in addressing problems of intersectionality across the disciplines. Professionals
with overlapping alliances, affinities, identities, and politics are left signing up for group
after group, committing themselves to copious unpaid labor. Creating safe spaces for
discussion, mutual support and productive dialogue is vital, but one cannot ignore the
ways in which minoritized populations are again tasked with the labor of change.75
Community and community-based archives have become a major focus for the
archival field with growing scholarship and with many practicing archivists and archival
institutions involved in formal and informal collaborations with communities and
community-based collections. We assert that feminist theorizing on the nature,
formation, sustainability and power of community and identity can challenge and enrich
archival scholarship, practice, and professionalism. Theorist of politics and race Sara
Ahmed offers a critical analysis of how emotions align each of us with “some others and
again against other others” to build, sustain and break apart communities. She uses the
examples of pain and hate to illustrate this process. Ahmed writes that hate “affects the
way bodies take shape,” forcing the “bodies of those who become objects of hatred” to
“embody a particular identity by and for” the individual doing the hating.76 Hatred thus
constructs bodies through the alignment with and in opposition to certain other bodies.77
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It is through these processes of alignment that community is formed.78 Alignment through
hate works in both directions. It aligns not only the individual who performs the hating
with a collective emotion and a connection to certain other bodies, but also serves to
align the individual who is the subject of the hate with the reviled group that they are
made to represent.79 Looking anew at formation of community can shift how archivists
engage with community members, can challenge who should be seen as the communities
with a stake in the records and the archives, and can build a critique of norms of archival
practice to better meet diverse community needs.
Through an engagement with feminist scholarship we can promote what cultural
and gender theorist Miranda Joseph terms “an ethical practice of community, as an
important mode of participation.”80 Community has been accepted in archival scholarship
and practice as an unquestioned form of social “good.” 81 Following Joseph’s work,
community can indeed be understood both as something that is a definite good and as a
positive marker of a quality of life. In a process, similar to that developed by Ahmed,
Joseph argues that community both produces and is produced by the affective. It is affect
that pushes people to come together in a way that is at least on its surface “caring.”82 This
concept of “community” in turn therefore creates the feelings of belonging to something
that is both positive and worthy. However, the concepts of positivity and of worth form
community in ways that are fundamentally unequal. The concept of community serves to
raise the status of certain individuals while simultaneously diminishing that of others, as
well as their opportunities and life chances.83 We draw here on the argument made by
Cifor and Jamie A. Lee that community archivists would benefit from interrogating
critically the emotions and affinities that align communities together.84 The alignment of
communities is frequently based in constructs of identity and is often linked to identity
politics. Identity politics mean that both politically and socially some forms of identity are
understood as “state-sanctioned” and “belonging,” while others are constructed as
outside of such sanction and belonging.85 This theoretical work can push work on and in
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community archives. Community archives have tremendous potential when they are
developed critically for and with communities in which they are engaged. However, these
same community archives can easily and do frequently serve to produce and reproduce
hierarchies and exclusions through their processes and interpretations of records and
collections that reify damaging and unjust social structures.86

CONCLUSION
The archival field is currently and perpetually faced with financial precarity,
technological challenges and institutional politics. Too often these challenges are met
with cynical responses that assume that problems we face are simply a result of current
policy or economic priorities. What we learn by thinking through the feminist intervention
into archives begins with the recognition that self-representation and self-historicization
is a vital element of collective identity, political organization, and structural change. We
also learn that the epistemological foundations of archival theory are not adequate for
our political ideals or practical challenges. This means taking seriously the critiques of
power coming from outside of archival studies as well as from within and while we might
want to easily dismiss concepts of the archive that do not adequately address or
understand the specifics of archival labor and expertise, we must contend with the way
that the archive/s operates for people outside of our field. Finally, we can hope that a
new and growing body of literature that represents serious feminist engagement with
archival theory and practice can transform our institutional politics by questioning the
categories by which we define ourselves, the structures that govern our organizations and
the values we embed in our practices.
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